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					Our future is where you take us

					As a European bank with a historic legacy and an ambitious future, we champion individual thinking and entrepreneurial spirit as we work to shape our business together. Join us in our commitment to always do the right thing for our clients, our business, and our people.
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									Women Only in Münster
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									Our first London office ‘Bring your kids to work’ day
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Take a look behind the scenes of our latest photoshoot! Last week, we captured more of our colleagues in Hamburg. Did you know that all the individuals shown on our careers website are actual employees of Berenberg? Stay tuned for further insights into our teams and our unique work culture!
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Last week, our operational first aid and fire safety training took place in Hamburg. These practical sessions covered various essential topics, from stabilising techniques to CPR and proper defibrillator use. All colleagues, that were participating are now well-prepared to respond effectively in case of emergencies.
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Our Munich colleagues have recently moved into our new office directly at Maximiliansplatz, as our location continues to expand. In addition to our Wealth and Asset Management, we also welcome employees from Corporate Banking. Take a look at our job search, and join our team in Munich!
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Last week, the BerenbergKids committee organised an internal event to celebrate Pancake Day. Aiming at bringing colleagues together for a morning feast, the breakfast featured a delightful spread of generously donated pastries, alongside an assortment of pancakes, fruit, crispy bacon and various spreads. The event drew in a big crowd and generated a donation for the BerenbergKids Foundation thanks to the fantastic support.
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Our future is where you take us!

Congratulations to our apprentices Pawel and Aurel, who successfully completed their apprenticeship this month. Pawel will be joining the Cloud Adoption Team, while the Windows Infrastructure Team’s newest member will be Aurel.
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We had the opportunity to introduce 21 students to modern working methods in software development. Our workshop started off with an interactive part on iterative work followed by a presentation. We look forward to more events in the future!
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A warm welcome to the 33 new employees who recently started at Berenberg. Our new colleagues are welcomed and greeted at an introductory event. 

Welcome - Our future is where you take us! 
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A long standing tradition of inviting the children of our Hamburg colleagues to listen to the fairy tale 'Rumpelstiltskin', meet Santa Claus and receive gifts. Happy Christmas.
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Berenberg hosted an Inhouse Event with the “Women in Business” initiative from the Frankfurt School. Our colleagues shared their individual career paths, insights to business units and worked on a practical case of our Asset Management. The evening ended with Canapes and Networking.
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Berenberg apprentices from different generations sailed together on The Alster. A trip that captured the spirit of teamwork and determination needed in an apprenticeship as well as creating some unforgettable memories.
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Members of the Berenberg team took part in the world's largest corporate running event. The JP Morgan Corporate Challenge is a 3.5 mile run around beautiful Central Park, New York, London and Frankfurt, Germany.
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Our Global Technology apprentices organised an exciting agenda for ‘Girls’ Day @ Global Tech’ in our Hamburg office. A tour of the computer centre, an introduction to hardware and setting up their own workstation.
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BergenbergKids foundation hand over a check for €25,000 to the animal-assisted children's hospice Gut Feismann in Nordrhein-Westfalen. The donation will enable families to remain with their child during their stay.
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BerenbergKids foundation and employees cook for the families in the Ronald McDonald House Hamburg, who find a warm home there while their seriously ill children or siblings are being treated in the nearby hospital.
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A couple of our London colleagues volunteered and helped restore and build a local playground for kids to safely play in.
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Our London colleagues attended the ‘Bright Network Women in TEC’ where we met some great students with a passion for tech. We’re already looking forward to the next one.
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Berenberg Capital Markets hold a charity event to make a donation to be given to the Food Bank For New York City, raising enough money to provide 1,850 meals to New York City residents living with hunger.
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    Join us!


At Berenberg, the oldest private Bank in Germany and one of the most dynamic banks in Europe, we foster a culture that values individual thinking and entrepreneurial spirit. Together we collaborate to shape our business together and fulfil our ambitious goals. We welcome you to join us in our commitment to always do the right thing for our people, clients and our business.
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